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Compared to the rest of the universe, the Earth is very small. Our planet and eight (or maybe nine) others orbit the sun, which is just one of about 200 billion stars in our galaxy. Our galaxy, the Milky Way, is part of the universe that includes millions of other galaxies, as well as their stars and planets. By comparison, the Earth is microscopic. For a man, the
Earth is huge. It has a diameter of 7,926 miles (12,756 km) at the equator and weighs about 6 x 1,024 kilograms. The Earth orbits the sun at a speed of about 66,638 miles per hour (29.79 kilometers per second). Don't think about these numbers too long; for a lot of people, the Earth is unimaginably, mind-frightened great. And that's only a fraction of the size
of the sun. From our point of view on Earth, the sun looks very small. That's because it's 93 million miles from us. The sun's diameter at the equator is about 100 times larger than Earth's, and it can hold about a million Earths inside the sun. The sun is unimaginably, mind-bogglingly bigger. But without the sun, earth wouldn't exist. In a way, The Earth is a
huge machine full of moving parts and complex systems. These systems need electricity, and that energy comes from the sun. The sun is a huge nuclear energy source - it converts hydrogen into helium through complex reactions, emits light and heat. Due to these reactions, every square meter of our planet's surface receives about 342 Watts of energy
from the sun each year. That's about 1.7 x 1,017 Watts in total, or up to 1.7 billion large power plants can be created [source: NASA]. Learn how the sun creates energy in How the Sun works. When this energy reaches earth, it provides the power of various reactions, cycles and systems. It drives the flow of atmosphere and oceans. This makes food for
plants that many people and animals eat. Life on Earth would not exist without the sun, and the planet itself would not have evolved without it. For an occasional observer, the sun's most visible contribution to life is light, heat and weather. Now we're going to see how the sun operates these. We may have mentioned sun protection once or twice... But these
are pictures of AnnaLynne McCord as she was on her 22th wedding day. Here are some tips experts have shared with Allure over the years: Dermatologists recommend broad-spectrum sunscreen with at least one SPF 30 (the docs love La Roche-Posay Anthelios XL 60 and Neutrogena Ultra-Sheer Dry-Touch Sunblocks for SPF 45 and 70). Apply a thick
coat throughout the body every 1-2 hours, depending on how powerful the activity is and how strong the sun is. If you get wet or sweaty, you need another layer. Double protection with wide caps and sunglasses. gold medalist beach volleyball Kerri Walsh said she wears awnings and sunglasses, as well as Banana Boat Sport Performance SPF 50 (for her
face) and dri-Block SPF 30 (for her body). Zinc oxide works wonders on vulnerable sunburn spots, such as the nose and ears. RELATED LINKS:· 14 Summer Beauty and Fashion Essentials: Discover the essence of this summer's hottest on record.· Allure's Best Beach Beauty Tricks: Learn how to solve summer beauty dilemmas with pro advice.· Shine
Control: Try these expert tricks on light-free skin in the morning, noon, and night.· Best new summer products: We asked cosmetics chemist Jim Hammer about these innovative new beauty products.· Readers' Choice Awards: Check out the 2009 winners. Australian start-up EVX recently unveiled plans for Immortus, a limited edition car that runs entirely on
solar power. The vehicle will have two electric motors that produce 53 horsepower and drive the car from 0 to 60 m.p.h, top speed 93, in seven seconds. The name is a game of *immortalis*, the Latin root immortal. Seventy-five square meters of solar panels, which Immortus will charge the batteries, even when on the move. Given the correct weather
conditions (sunny!) and speed (no faster than 37 m.p.h.!), EVX engineers predict the car can keep driving without ever stopping for a charge. Harnessing solar power was only part of the challenge of inventors: EVX has tested its design to ensure the best aerodynamic shape possible. Weight will be kept down to just over 1,200 pounds using carbon fiber and
plastic throughout. (Some plastic replacement parts, EVX says, will be available via 3-D printing.) The light frame allows the car to use less power. The company plans to exhibit a scale model of Immortus this November in Las Vegas. The full-size version is scheduled for 2016. Mass production is not the goal, the company announced in a statement. Instead,
EVX plans to make about 100 cars and market the vehicle as a high-end, high-tech sports car, priced around $500,000. The slogan? While the sun is shining, Immortus will lead. This site is not available in your country using LiveAbout cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using LiveAbout, you agree to the use of cookies. (Pocket-lint) - If
you've never seen a video of a pressure washer in action, open it on YouTube and watch some clips up - you're on the handle. There's nothing quite like watching a never-cleaned surface, whether it's a wooden deck or a concrete sidewalk, get a deep powerwash with one of these super cleaners, quickly returning to an almost new look. The best wireless
chainsaws: Chop and saw with force, They are also useful for a cleaning types, whether it's blasting built-in grease off an outdoor grill, cleaning dirty mud on car hubcaps or cleaning cleaning garden furniture. If you think it's time to upgrade some of your belongings to a deep clean, power ratio for you. That said, it can be a little difficult to know what to look
for in an ether, so we've done the hard work for you, surveying the industry to choose some of the highlights for you. KarcherKarcher K4 Full Controlsquirrel_widget_207978When comes under pressure, Karcher is the king - a cleaning brand with a range of excellent akachi that power through mud and dirt with ease. Probably one that most impress people is
the K4 Full Control, a wheeled unit with a sophisticated trigger gun, and the opportunity to use a range of different accessories and nozzles. This handle allows you to easily switch between different pressure modes depending on what you're cleaning, making it easy to adapt to different tasks, while also having practical storage on board for pressure hoses
and nozzles. It's a comprehensive system that solves everything you need, as the price shows. SilverlineSilverline 943676squirrel_widget_207979If looking to spend a little less, there are still plenty of options. One of the best represents this cleaner is the little-known Silverline. It's a great budget option with raw performance that's very close to the Kärcher
model above, without being able to handle quality of life updates without it. It's a bit clunkier to watch and use, plus missing a display or similar to get more information, but it still gets the job done wonderfully and is a good bit of change cheaper, which can't be downplayed. KarcherKarcher K5squirrel_widget_336317Karcher more than a little dominant in the
pressure washer sphere as he gathers, and the K5 offers the top-notdate experience that you have to offer. This means amazing power that will make you easily wash off any dirt or encrusted dirt you would need. Of course, that's also how it's the most expensive aher on the list, and we suspect the K4 would do for most people. BoschBosch EasyAquatak
100squirrel_widget_208000There will have many people browsing this list wondering if you need to buy a stand-up, chunky unit like the ones you've looked at so far, and fortunately there are a few options for those who want a smaller system. This is the Bosch sub-ingor, which reduces the form factor but still provides good cleaning. It's basically manual
using that obvious handle, and while it doesn't match the power of a larger subtor, you can still do the job for most tasks, if a little more slowly. It also all folds down and cleans away into an easily stored layout that isn't much bigger than the main unit's body. It's a great way to spend less on an sedent. KarcherKarcher K2squirrel_widget_208001Karcher gets
the last word too, though, in his own shrunken-down acor. A K2 line is like K4, K4, and as a larger model is a great choice for those who have less space or who need less energy. You can easily carry it around and it doesn't get too far from the maximum flow rate offered by big brother. You can also get a less sophisticated trigger and not read to help, but
that doesn't make it complicated to use. You will still be able to easily adjust the pressure level and clean away. Realistically, it would be an amazing choice for most personal users. Written by Max Freeman-Mills. (Pocket-lint) – There are plenty of solar-powered lamps out there with strong models camping through the can stick into the flower bed. But with
sun and moon jars that are now available to kac the IWOOT, you have to win out the dinkiness stakes. As their names suggest, these sun-soaked burners, designed by Tobias Wong, take sunlight, store it, and then, when the sun is over, shine. The Moon Jar gives off a gentle blue light, while the Sun Jar gives off a soft yellow light. But what's new about
these is that they look good, even sitting on the kitchen window ledge during the day. And you can also get a green badge for eco-friendly as they've won the Eco-Friendly Gift of the Year award because they use highly efficient solar panels as well as rechargeable batteries and low-energy LED lights. So you leave them in the sun, and then they give you up
to five hours of light for a charge. The bottles have a light sensor, so it comes as the sun goes down, but there's an override switch inside the lid so you can turn off the light at night and spare your battery life if you want. As we learned by mistake - balsamic in the evening, wet in the morning, they are also waterproof, so they are perfect for the garden. It is
also worth mentioning that the bottles are safe for kids aged 5 years and older so you can make a big, cheap night light for all littlies worried about monsters under their beds. Verdict You can't go far wrong with the sun and moon bottles, they are discreet and funky, providing an eco-friendly way to add a little atmosphere to any room, indoors or off. Written by
Katie Scott. Scott.
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